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Includes entries for maps and atlases.
This massively expanded 6th Edition of the 2012 Standard Catalog of World Coins 2001-Date brings you upto-date and accurate values for a vast selection of the most recent coins produced and sold by today's
World Mints, Central Banks and their distributors. The 6th edition is 24 percent larger, with 144
additional pages of exciting new issue coinage and extensive value revisions reflecting the burgeoning
market for modern commemorative precious metal coins. Housed in these pages of accumulated knowledge
you will find: • Current market values • KM identification numbers • Accurate mintage figures •
Detailed descriptions • Photographic images • Metallic and other compositions • Precious metal weights
Covering a variety of current coin issues including: • Commemorative coins of inventive shapes, sizes,
colors, compositions and textures • Popular silver and gold commemorative coins currently rising in
value • Circulation coins struck in durable metals for constant daily use • Innovative coins produced
in acrylic or hosting precious gems About the Editors George S. Cuhaj is a 17-year veteran of the
Krause Publications numismatic catalog staff, a former cataloger for Stack's Rare Coins, and is a
frequent instructor at the American Numismatic Association's Summer Seminars. Thomas Michael serves as
market analyst for Krause Publications' world coin catalogs and has more than 20 years of experience
researching and reporting on world coin prices and market trends.
National Union Catalog
Checklist of the Birds of New Zealand and the Ross Dependency, Antarctica
Being a Brief Historical and Descriptive Account of Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia, New South
Wales, Western Australia, and New Zealand
Handbook to Australasia
National Library of Medicine Catalog
An Historical, Political and Statistical Account of Mauritius and Its Dependencies
A cumulative list of works represented by Library of Congress printed cards.
Reprint of the original, first published in 1866.
Illustrated and priced catalogue of the stamps of New Zealand and Island Dependencies, 1923-24
Verne, Collins & Co.'s Illustrated and Priced Catalogue of the Stamps of New Zealand and Island
Dependencies
2011 Standard Catalog of World Coins 2001-Date
National Library of Medicine Current Catalog
2012 Standard Catalog of World Coins 2001 to Date
New Zealand

The most universally accepted book on world coins with the most up to date pricing - it's the one you need The 2011 Standard
Catalog of® World Coins 1901-2000 offers information compiled from data provided by over 100 experts from around the world and
garnered from a variety of internet sources including popular online auctions sites. With few exceptions, the values stated in this 38th
edition have risen over those in previous catalogs. From researchers to collectors to dealers, everyone counts on this single reference.
The Standard Catalog of® World Coins has been the hobby's central information source for nearly 40 years.Within these covers, you
will find that each coin listing provides: • Up-to-date values listed by date and grade • Universal KM reference number • Clear
descriptions of obverse and reverse designs Coins struck in gold, platinum, palladium and silver offer the following ideal information
for charting a course in this turbulent precious metals market: • Total coin weight • Fineness • Actual precious metal weight The
Standard Catalog of® World Coins is the coin catalog you've come to depend on and the one you can trust for the best in world
numismatics.
This catalogue provides a comprehensive priced listing of all New Zealand stamps from the early colonial stamps of 1855 to July
2016 It includes Antarctic Expeditions, Tokelau and Ross as well as other related islands and dependencies.
New Zealand, including Ross Dependency
A science communication study
New Zealand & Dependencies
Britain, the Empire, and the World at the Great Exhibition of 1851
Books: subjects
Tasman Stamp Catalogue of New Zealand & Australian Dependencies
Britain, the Empire, and the World at the Great Exhibition is the first book to situate the Crystal Palace Exhibition of
1851 in a truly global context. Addressing national, imperial, and international themes, this collection of essays
considers the significance of the Exhibition both for its British hosts and their relationships to the wider world, and for
participants from around the globe. How did the Exhibition connect London, England, important British colonies, and
significant participating nation-states including Russia, Greece, Germany and the Ottoman Empire? How might we
think about the exhibits, visitors and organizers in light of what the Exhibition suggested about Britain’s place in the
global community? Contributors from various academic disciplines answer these and other questions by focusing on
the many exhibits, publications, visitors and organizers in Britain and elsewhere. The essays expand our
understanding of the meanings, roles and legacies of the Great Exhibition for British society and the wider world, as
well as the ways that this pivotal event shaped Britain’s and other participating nations’ conceptions of and locations
within the wider nineteenth-century world.
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
Library of Congress Catalog
Australian National Bibliography
A Guide to Library Holdings in the United Kingdom
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Standard Catalog of World Paper Money - Modern Issues
Philatelic Literature Review
New Zealand & Dependencies. New Zealand and Dependencies Stamp Catalogue
This 16th edition of the Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, Modern Issues features bank notes issued on a national basis from
1961 to present. It is the largest and most comprehensive English language catalog and retail price guide of world bank notes. This
new edition offers: • More than 19,100 variety listings and more than 12,250 bank note illustrations for easy identification. • Current
retail pricing in two commonly available grades. • Helpful collector information, numeral charts, bank note signature charts, and a
variety of indexes for correct identifications. With the assistance of more than 80 international bank note collectors and dealers, editor
George S. Cuhaj makes this edition of the Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, Modern Issues the one-stop resource that you
need for proper identification, description and valuation of modern bank notes in your collection, or ones that could be.
This massively expanded 5th Edition of the Standard Catalog of® World Coins 2001 - Date brings you up-to-date and accurate
values for a vast selection of the most recent coins produced and sold by today's World Mints, Central Banks and their distributors.
The 5th edition is 20 percent larger, with 100 additional pages of exciting new issue coinage and extensive value revisions reflecting
the burgeoning market for modern commemorative precious metal coins. Housed in these pages of accumulated knowledge you will
find: • Current market values • KM identification numbers • Accurate mintage figures • Detailed descriptions • Photographic
images • Metallic and other compositions • Precious metal weights Covering a variety of current coin issues including: •
Commemorative coins of inventive shapes, sizes, colors, compositions and textures • Popular Silver and Gold commemorative coins
currently rising in value • Circulation coins struck in durable metals for constant daily use • Innovative coins produced in acrylic or
hosting precious gems Step into 21st Century coin collecting with confidence! Add this new 2011 Standard Catalog of® World Coins
2001 - Date to your reference library today!
Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue
An Illustrated and Priced Catalogue of the Stamps of New Zealand, Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Niue, Penrhyn Island, Samoa, King
Edward VII Land, Victoria Land and Ross Dependency
1977: January-June
The American Philatelist
Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth Stamp Catalogue
New Zealand and Dependencies
"For approaching two centuries, the images on postage stamps have been used to convey messages from the
government of the day to the general public. Science has been used to enhance those messages for the past
nine decades. In this book, I explore the ways in which science and scientists have been portrayed on stamps
and look at the ideas and, in some cases, the propaganda that underpins them."--Page 1.
Verne, Collins & Co's Catalogue of Stamps of the Dependencies of New Zealand, 1952
Verne, Collins & Co.'s Illustrated and Printed Catalogue of the Stamps of New Zealand and Island Dependencies
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
Dictionary Catalog of the Stefansson Collection on the Polar Regions in the Dartmouth College Library
A Cumulative Author List Representing Library of Congress Printed Cards and Titles Reported by Other
American Libraries
2011 Standard Catalog of World Coins 1901-2000
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